2019/0 - BIO-4007Y PHYSICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS IN
BIOCHEMISTRY
Full Year, Level 4 module
(Maximum 60 Students)
UCU: 20
Organiser: Dr Maria Vardakou
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Coursework
Timetable Slot:G1/-H2\, G2\+, D3\
WHILE TAKING THIS MODULE YOU MUST TAKE BIO-4013Y
To understand Life we have to study and understand the molecular properties of life's
components. For any biochemist these are cells, energy, macromolecules, biochemical
reactions and transport (of energy or chemical components). The tools we use as scientists in
our quest for understanding life are various physical and analytical methods. You will be
introduced to the basic principles of thermodynamics, chemical equilibria, electrochemistry,
and reaction kinetics. You will conclude the module by having a look at various physical and
analytical techniques that are being used in current Biochemistry. The lectures will introduce
you to and provide you with essential information about some of the physical principles that
underpin our understanding of molecular and cellular systems. The complementary seminar
series will help to consolidate your understanding through applying this knowledge to
selected topics in biochemistry and provide you with the opportunity to develop skills in
problem solving, data analysis, scientific writing, and presentation. The module is also
enriched with six math workshops. In these workshops you are going to consolidate but also
further develop basic and more advanced mathematical skills that directly relate with this
module but that will also assist you for the duration of your degree.
2019/0 - BIO-4009Y PHYSIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY FOR LIFE SCIENCES
Full Year, Level 4 module
(Maximum 225 Students)
UCU: 20
Organiser: Dr Jeremy Rhodes
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Coursework
Timetable Slot:E1-H3\, F1/

You will gain an understanding of the key aspects of physical and biological chemistry that
underpin the physiology of living systems. You will also gain a basic understanding of a
number of physiological processes and functioning of major organ systems of the human
body.
2019/0 - BIO-5012Y BIOLOGY IN SOCIETY
Full Year, Level 5 module
(Maximum 70 Students)
UCU: 20

Organiser: Dr Helen James

MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Coursework
Timetable Slot:F1/, E1, F2
BEFORE TAKING THIS MODULE YOU MUST TAKE BIO-4001A AND TAKE BIO4002B OR TAKE BIO-4013Y
Discuss a variety of aspects of Biology in society – ranging from ethical considerations of
GM crops and designer babies to the portrayal of biological science in the media and science
fiction. This module will provide you with an opportunity to explore various aspects of
biology in society. Specific topics covered will involve aspects of contemporary biological
science that have important ethical considerations for society, such as GM crops, DNA
databases, designer babies and stem cell research. You will critically analyse the way
biological sciences issues are represented in popular literature and the media. What was once
viewed as science fiction has sometimes become scientific reality. Conversely, science fiction
can often portray science inaccurately. You will also research relevant scientific literature and
discover the degree of scientific accuracy represented within examples of science fiction.
2019/0 - BIO-5020K CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY AND BIODIVERSITY IN THE
TROPICS (FIELDCOURSE)
Full Year, Level 5 module
(Maximum 40 Students)
UCU: 20
Organiser: Dr Iain Barr
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Coursework
Timetable Slot:H2/, A1/-F1\, C2\

Conservation ecology and biodiversity are central areas of research in the biological sciences
and they share many theories, concepts and scientific methods. This module intends to take a
practical approach to the commonalities in these areas using a combination of seminar work
and fieldwork. The seminars will develop ideas in sub-tropical and tropical biology: students
will research issues affecting conservation of biodiversity in the tropics, considering the
species ecology and the habitats, threats and challenges. There will be a significant
component of small group work and directed, independent learning. The field component of
this module will be a two week residential field trip to the tropics, one of two field sites
(depending on numbers of students and availability).The field sites are run by expert field
ecologists and during the two weeks we will explore the local environment, learn about the
ecology of the landscape and about the species that inhabit the area. We will develop and run
practical sessions on survey and census techniques, use of technology in modern field biology
and the role of protected areas in species conservation. Students will conduct original
research on the field trip, informed by prior research at UEA, to gain a deeper understanding
of an aspect of tropical biology. There will be an assessed presentation on the field trip and
many opportunities to develop the students own interests. All student participants will take an
active role in the organisation and running of the module in order to gain project management
and field logistics experience. Students will be responsible for the sourcing, storage and
transport of field equipment on the way to the field site and of samples on the return to the
UK. Students will gain experience of travelling to a remote area and of working through

licensing and customs processes. At the end of the module a report is written on the field
project in the style of a journal article addressing specific questions in ecology conservation
or biodiversity. Throughout the module students will be expected to maintain a modernmedia record of their project from the initial desk based work at UEA, through the field
component to outcomes and reporting. NOTE: There will be a significant additional cost to
this module to cover the costs of transportation and accommodation in the field. Costs will be
detailed at an initial meeting for interested students and will be clearly advertised. 2018/19
costs are £1300 per student. Students will need to provide any visas required for entry into
the host country, sturdy walking boots and appropriate field clothing. All attendees must
ensure that all travel vaccinations etc are in order prior to departure.
2019/0 - BIO-6019Y RESEARCH PROJECT
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 160 Students)
UCU: 40
Organiser: Dr Graham Riley
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Project
Timetable Slot:G1\, E2\, G2-B2-I3

This module will provide an understanding of how to conduct an independent, hypothesis
driven research project. Projects involve extensive data collection, either in the laboratory or
field, of a particular topic supervised by a member of staff of Biological Sciences or an
affiliated institute. Topics are chosen in consultation with the supervisor. The project report is
submitted at the end of the Spring Semester. Projects may also be available for suitably
qualified year long visiting students registered in Biological Sciences. Students may be
moved to 'Integrated Laboratory Research Project' based on Stage 2 results. Some supervisors
require particular module enrolment for placement in their laboratory.
2019/0 - BIO-6023Y INTEGRATED LABORATORY RESEARCH PROJECT
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 55 Students)
UCU: 40
Organiser: Dr Kelly Edmunds
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Project
Timetable Slot:E2\, G1\, G2, B1-D1, F2-A2\, C1/-B3

Primarily an alternative to the ‘Research Project’ module, this module provides you with an
introduction to biological research. It provides you an insight into the development of a
hypothesis or questions to test, experimental design, and critical analysis. You will develop
crucial research and work skills, including group work.

